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The types of waves excited in a magnetohydrodynamic medium by a uniformly moving conducting plane (piston) are investigated. The question of the resolution of an initial discontinuity is discussed.

THE

purpose of the present paper is the study of
the character of waves excited in a magnetohydrodynamic medium of infinite conductivity in which a
conducting body moves. This problem is a generalization of the piston problem in ordinary hydrodynamics.
We consider the motion of an infinite plane
(piston) with constant velocity u; the conductivity
of the piston is assumed to be infinite. The magnetohydrodynamic waves excited in this case can
be either stationary shock waves of compression
or self-similar rarefaction waves. A fast shock
or a self-similar wave moves forward; behind it
comes an Alfven discontinuity and, finally, a slow
wave, shock or self-similar . 1 Taking it into account that some of the waves enumerated can be
absent, we obtain 17 qualitatively different pictures of motion of the liquid, which are realized
for different values of the velocity of the piston.
The particular case Hy = Hz = 0, ux = 0 (the
x axis is directed along the normal to the piston)
was studied by Bazer, 2 while the special case
uy = Uz = 0 was considered by Lyubarski'i and
Polovin. 3
1. The problem of the character of the waves
excited by the motion of the piston can be studied
in the limiting case V « c, u « c, where
V H.,j 47rp , H is the intensity of the magnetic
field, p the density, and c the speed of sound.
Upon satisfaction of these conditions, the density discontinuities in the fast and slow shock and
self-similar waves will be small, the relations between the discontinuities of magnetohydrodynamical
quantities in the shock and the corresponding quantities in the self-similar waves will be the same;
the difference between the shock and the selfsimilar waves in this approximation is only that
the density increases in the shock waves ( Ap > 0 ) ,
while it decreases in the self-similar wave
(Ap < 0).
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The relations between the discontinuities pf the
magnetohydrodynamic quantities in the fast waves
(shock or self-similar) have the form
~+Vx = (c I p) ~+P [I

+ (r- 3) ~+PI 4p],

= c 2 ~+P II + (&- 1) ~+PI 2p],
= - vxVt~+P I cp, ~+Ht = Ht~+P I p,

~+P
~+Vt

(1)

=

where y
Cp/Cv, v the velocity of the liquid,
and p the pressure; the index t denotes the tangential component of the vector.
At the Alfven discontinuity, the relations
~AVt

= -- ~AVt,

~A (V~)

~AP

=

=

~AP

=

~AVx

= 0. (2)

are satisfied.
Finally, for the slow waves (shock and selfsimilar), we have the conditions
~_Vx

=

(V 1x I PI) ~-P•

~-P

=

Ci~-P•

~_Vt = V1t [ I - ( I - 2ci~_p /VitPI)'1'],
~_Ht / V 4rrpl = V1t [(1- 2ci~_p I VitP1)'1' - I]

(3)

(the index 1 refers to the region lying between the
Alfven discontinuity and the slow wave).
Taking into consideration the fact that the medium at infinity is at rest, while on the surface of
the piston the boundary condition2 • 3 v = u ( Hx ¢ 0)
is satisfied, we obtain
(4)

Making use of Eqs. (1)- (4), we can find the values of A+P• A._p, AAVt:
D.+p / p = (ux Jc) [ 1 - (1 - 3) Ux / 4c I.
u;-2u 1 V 1 , u;ux
2c2
-r- 2c3

(I - 2) -

~AVt = V1t (V11- u)

u 1 V 1ux(2T-5)
2c3

il V11- u 1- V1t·

(5)

If A+P > 0, then the fast wave is a shock; if
< 0, then it is self-similar; if A.+p = 0, then
the fast wave is absent. Similar relations hold for
the slow waves.
2. Let us consider in more detail the case in
which the magnetic field, the velocity of the piston,
A.+p
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where we have for AP-, Ux < 0, Uy > 2Vy; for
Ay-, ux > 0, Vy < uy < 2Vy; for y-, we have
Ux > 0, 0 < uy < Vy, and for p-, ux < 0, uy < 0.
Equations (8), and (9) have a region of applicability that is somewhat larger than V « c, u « c;
to be precise, they are valid under the condition
V ~c,

u I c~ (c 1Vvl'1<2-Y>.

3. The topological structure of Fig. 1 can be
obtained even without calculation, on the basis of
qualitative considerations. In this case we dispense with the requirement of the smallness of
the magnetic field and velocity of the piston.

and the surface normal to it lie in a single plane
(the xy plane).
The picture of the motion of the liquid in this
case is indicated in Fig. 1 (for definiteness we
have set Hz= 0, Hx > 0, Hy > 0). The normal
lies along the abscissa, while the tangential component of the velocity of the piston lies along the
ordinate. The letters y±, p±, A denote the presence of the shock wave, the rarefaction (selfsimilar) wave, and the Alfven wave, while the
symbol "+" refers to the fast wave and the symbol "-" to the slow wave.
The equations of the curves separating the different regions in Fig. 1 ·can be obtained from Eqs.
(5). Simple trpnsformations lead to the following
results.
Equation of the p+ -curve:
2c

- - -1
j-

< Ux <0.

(6)

Equation of the p+ A -curve:
1

Uy

T

UX

VXVY

c c+IJ2("(-1)ux- 2Vy
- 2c I ( i - 1)

(

\1

j-iUx)l/(Y-1) __

+ -2-c,

-0.

< Ux < 0.

(7)

Equation of the y+ -curve:
Uy+uxVxVyiU(U-ux)=O;

Ux>O,

Uy<O,

(8)

where U is the velocity of the fast shock wave,
equal to
U

=

++
(r

1) Ux

+ (fs- (i + 1) u; + c
2

2)' 12 •

The equation of the y+ A -curve:
Uy + uxVxVuiU(U-u,)- 2Vy vu..--;-,.1-;-;-(U.,----u-,..x);
Ux

> 0,

Uy

b

a
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> 0.

(9)

The curves AP-, Ay-, y-, p- are described
by the equation
(10)

y

u ~

\f:.. /H

r~

H

c
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~
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FIG. 2

We first determine through what region the
axis of the ordinate passes ( ux = 0). Since the
magnetic lines of force are "glued" to the particles
of the liquid and to the piston, then for uy < 0, the
magnetic line of force is deformed as shown in
Fig. 2a. The bending of the magnetic line of force
leads to the appearance of quasi-elastic tension
forces, directed to the side of the concavity (see
the arrow in Fig. 2a). Since vx = 0 close to the
piston and at infinity, then a compressional wave
( shock) arises in front of the arrow, while the
rarefaction (self-similar) wave lies behind it.
The Alfven wave in the given case does not appear,
since Hy close to the piston and at infinity has
the same sign. (We recall that the sign of Hy
does not change in the shock and self-similar
waves, 4 while the contrary is true in the Alfven
case.) Thus, for Ux = 0, Uy < 0, the shock wave
travels ahead and the self-similar wave travels
behind (the combination y+p- ).
Similar considerations show that in the case
shown in Fig. 2b, the combination p+y- is realized. Upon increase in the velocity uy, the
sign of Hy close to the piston changes, which
leads to the appearance of an Alfven wave ( p+ Ay- )
(see Fig. 2c). Upon further increase in uy, the
value of I Hy I close to the piston becomes larger
than Hy at infinity; in this case the resultant tensile stress is directed out from the piston (see
Fig. 2d), which corresponds to the combination
y+AP-.

A CONDUCTING PISTON IN A MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC MEDIUM
For a sufficiently large value of Iuy I, the amplitude of the rarefaction wave becomes so large
that the density of the liquid behind the wave vanishes - cavitation sets in.
A picture of the motion of the liquid for ux >"' 0,
uy >"' 0, Uz = 0 can be obtained by starting out from
a consideration of the case ux = 0 given above.
Upon increase of ux, the amplitude of the rarefaction wave decreases, while the amplitude of the
compressional wave increases. For a certain
value of ux, the rarefaction wave is transformed
into a compressional wave. In a similar way, a
decrease of ux leads to a transformation of the
compressional wave into a rarefaction wave. From
the qualitative consideration just given, it is also
evident that the negative values of Ux make cavitation possible, while positive values hinder it.
The region in which cavitation sets in in back of
the rarefaction wave is shown in Fig. 1 by the
shaded area. The characteristic value of the velocity at which cavitation begins is the velocity of
sound.
For ut = 0, H = 0, the cavitation condition
has the form 5

For Ux = 0, H2/47T « p, numerical calculations 2
lead to the cavitation condition Ut ::: 3.67 c
(y =

%>·

The wave y-, Ay-, p+, AP+ are possible
only for not too large values of the piston velocity;
this is connected with the fact that in these waves
the value of I Hy I falls off; therefore their amplitude is limited. The waves p+, AP+ cannot lead
to cavitation, since the relation

is satisfied in the p+ -wave.
The dividing line between the region p+ p- and
p+ AP- is the curve on which Hy returns to zero
after passage of the p+ -wave; the line dividing the
regions p+y- from p+ AT and y+y- from y+ AYcorresponds to the case in which the tangential magnetic field Hy vanishes in back of the y- -wave
(the special y- -wave6 ) •
4. The problem of the decay of a discontinuity
in the initial conditions also reduces to the piston
problem. This problem, in the case t::..v « c,
t::..v « V was considered in reference 7 (t::..v is the
velocity jump at the initial discontinuity). In the
present research, the problem of the decay of an
arbitrary discontinuity is investigated under the
assumption t::..v « c, V « c for an arbitrary relation between the characteristic velocities t::..v
and V. This makes it possible to consider the
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Alfven discontinuities, in which the angle of deflection of the magnetic field is not small; in particular, it is equal to 7T if t::..v, H on both sides
of the discontinuity and the normal to the surface
of discontinuity lie in a single plane.
At the initial instant of time t = 0, let arbitrary discontinuities of the magnetohydrodynamic
quantities t::..p, t::..p, t::..vx, f:::..Vt, t::..Vt be given on
the surface x = 0 (such a situation arises, for
example, in the collision of two ionized gaseous
masses in a magnetic field). If, the necessary
boundary conditions 8 are not satisfied on the surface of the discontinuity, then such a discontinuity
decays into seven waves. 7 Velocities of the waves
generated are such that not more than three waves
can be propagated on each side: in front is the fast
magneto-acoustic wave (shock or self-similar);
in back is a rotational discontinuity and, finally,
the slow magneto-acoustic wave (shock or selfsimilar). The waves traveling to the left are
separated from the waves traveling to the right
by a contact discontinuity.
Since the liquid is at rest relative to the contact discontinuity, then the picture of the motion
of the liquid on the two sides of the discontinuity
will be the same as in the case when the contact
discontinuity is replaced by an ideally conducting
plane (piston), moving with the same velocity.
In contrast with the problem of the piston considered above, the liquid at x = ± oo is not at rest,
but moves with the given velocities. The velocities of the piston u relative to the liquid at + oo
and of u' relative to the liquid at - oo are related
by the self-evident expression:
(11)

u'-u=2-v.

In order to determine the velocities of the piston
u and u', it is necessary to add three more equations, containing u and u', to the three equations
(11). These equations follow from the condition of
continuity of the magnetic field and the pressure
on the contact discontinuity:

2.'-rH 1 --;- 11~H 1 --;- 11:.._H 1 = (2.+H 1 --;- L1AHt
11~ p __:_ 11:.._p = (2-cp __:_ 11_p)

+ L1_Ht) __:_

+ L1p

L1Ht,

(12)

(1:::..:, t::..A_, t::..: denote the jumps of magnetohydrodynamic quantities in the three waves moving to the
left. We note that for the waves moving to the left,
it is possible to make use of Eqs. (1) to (3) and (5),
if t::..±v, I:::..AV, I:::..±P, I:::..±P, t::..±H, t::..AH, u are substituted by -t::..±v. -t::..A.v. t::..±P, t::..±P, t::..±H, t::..A_H,
-u' ).
If we express the discontinuities of all the quantities in terms of u and u' by means of Eqs. (1)
to (3) and (5), and make use of Eq. (12), we get
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A
Ux ,-I Ux' = -up
j ' C[J,

U1

I

I

u'I -

Av

D.

I·

(13)

Solving Eqs. (11) and (13), we find that the waves
traveling to the right of the initial discontinuity will
be the same as in the case of motion of a piston in
an undisturbed. liquid, where the velocity of the
piston is equal to
Ux = -

-!;-

(!::.p

f Cp + !::.t'xJ;

=+(I:. V1- I::. vi). (14)

U1

Waves traveling to the left from the initial discontinuity will be the same as for a piston moving
in the positive direction along the x axis with the
velocity u":
1 !::.D fu,- ..'l.;:.rx);
u" =:=:- u' = 2..
:.! 1
X

X

I

•

(15)

[in Eqs. (14) and (15), the x axis is directed into
the liquid ] .
The discontinuity in the velocity at the contact
discontinuity is shown to be equal to
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